[Neural Mechanisms Underlying the Performance Limitations in Dual-Task Situations].
Simultaneous performance of two tasks often results in degradation of performance in either or both tasks. This effect is known as dual-task interference and thought to be caused by the capacity limitation of cognitive resources used for cognitive processes. There have been several questions regarding dual-tasking in cognitive neuroscience: which brain area specifically participates in dual-task processing, what are cognitive resources, where are the cognitive resources located in the brain, what neural mechanism limits the capacity of cognitive resources, and whether cognitive resources are modality-specific or modality-general. Although human neuroimaging studies revealed that the prefrontal cortex plays an essential role in the dual-task performance, these studies could not determine the brain area specific for dual-task processing; however, the results of these studies supported the overlap hypothesis, which explains the neural mechanisms for allocating cognitive resources and the interference effect between two tasks during dual-task performances. Recent neurophysiological studies using monkeys revealed that neurons exhibiting dual-task selective activity are present in the prefrontal cortex and that dual-task interference is caused by the simultaneous and overloaded recruitment of the same prefrontal neural population by the two tasks. These results provide direct neural evidence for psychological concepts of cognitive resources and its capacity limitation.